uvex flashback®.
When protection is your #1 priority.

Exceptional protection and coverage was our #1
priority when designing uvex flashback®. Optimal
coverage on sides, top, and bottom provides
unique, close-to-the-face protection against
harmful elements from UV rays to flying particles,
delivering superior vision protection.
Next, unparalleled fit and comfort. flashback’s
lens and temple length adjustments ensure an
excellent fit. Additionally, the patented uvex
duoflex® cushions and lightweight frame deliver
extra comfort by reducing slippage and pressure
behind the ears.

Style and design with strong worker appeal
complete the flashback priority list. The product’s
unique styling offers a popular dual-lens look, but
it’s actually an exclusive single-lens design,
allowing for quick and easy lens replacement.
Changing the lens is simple, practical, and
economical.
When protection, fit, comfort, and style are your
priorities, try flashback!
Made in the U.S.A.
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uvex flashback®

Technical Information:
Protect workers’ vision against ultraviolet
rays and flying particles with flashback. Its
close-to-the-face coverage on all sides offers
safety that’s unmatched among most other
protective eyewear.

You’ll also find that workers put on flashback
spectacles and keep them on, all day long,
because the product’s unique comfort features
encourage long-term use. Its styling has wide
appeal. And its adjustability provides a
customized, comfortable fit for all.

To suit the look users prefer, uvex flashback is
available in a choice of several stylish frame
colors, such as burgundy, black, and gunmetal
gray. Lens tint choices include clear, gray,
amber, mirror, and welding shades 2.0, 3.0,
and 5.0.

Soft, patented duoflex® comfort cushions minimize pressure
behind the ear and reduce
slippage.

Look what you
get with flashback:
fit, comfort, style,
and most of all
protection.

uvex flashback, polycarbonate lenses
protect from > 99.9% harmful ultraviolet
rays.

The revolutionary single-lens design
means replacing the impact-resistant
polycarbonate lens is incredibly quick
and easy. So if you need to replace a
lens or change lens tints because of
changing lighting or work applications,
it’s a snap.

Molded-in sideshields
and browguards protect
the eyes from virtually any
angle — providing excellent
coverage.

Unique, flexible adjustments for
temple length and lens inclination
provide a custom fit for nearly
everyone.

Choose the protective lens coating that
suits your work environment. With uvex
flashback, all lens tints are available
with the uvex exclusive ultradura®
anti-scratch hardcoat; clear and gray
lenses are available with the proprietary 4C+® anti-fog, anti-scratch, antistatic, and anti-UV coating.

Made in U.S.A.
Meets: ANSI Z87.1-1989 and CSA
Z94.3-1992 high impact protector.
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